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Preamble
CRC CARE has undertaken the development of health-based screening levels (HSLs)
for petroleum hydrocarbons to address an identified need for consistent human health
risk assessment of petroleum hydrocarbon contamination in Australian conditions. The
HSLs represent the best collective view of the available science and application of
Australian approaches on selection of health criteria and exposure parameters. The
document underwent several international peer reviews by experts in the United
States, Canada and Australia. Given the innovative nature of the work, CRC CARE will
monitor national and international developments, and publish updates as and when
necessary.
The HSLs and the underlying methodology may be used for health risk assessment
purposes in the context of the wider site assessment framework for petroleum
hydrocarbon contamination provided in the Assessment of Site Contamination NEPM
as varied. It should be noted that the HSLs were derived through the consideration of
health effects only, with particular emphasis on the vapour exposure pathway. Other
considerations such as ecological risk, aesthetics, the presence of free phase product
and explosive/fire risk will need to be assessed separately, as they are not addressed
by the HSLs.
It is strongly recommended that the HSL technical development document and the
associated documents (Part 2: Application document, Part 3: Sensitivity assessment
and Part 4: Extension model) are referred to for the key assumptions for the derivation
of the HSLs, and for their application and limitations on their use.
The assessment of contamination using health-based screening criteria and
investigation thresholds is a complex matter. While every effort has been made to
identify and assess the significant risks to human health associated with petroleum
hydrocarbon contamination, it is strongly recommended that assessments are carried
out by appropriately qualified and experienced persons (who understand the context,
requirements and limitations of such use), in consultation with the relevant jurisdiction.
Many of the assumptions that underlie the HSL values involve policy decisions. It is
possible that future reviews may lead to changes in the assumptions and the values of
the HSLs. It is, therefore, important to check the CRC CARE website for relevant
updates at the time of the assessment.
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1. Introduction
An exceedence of a health investigation level (HIL) and/or an environmental
investigation level (EIL) is the usual approach for triggering further investigation during
contaminated land assessment, to establish whether the concentrations of
contaminants of concern in soil and/or groundwater have the potential to pose an
unacceptable risk to human health or the environment. In the case of petroleum
hydrocarbons, a number of HILs exist; however, these are limited and do not extend to
a variety of soil types and aquifer situations, or to the assessment of volatile
hydrocarbons. The National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site
Contamination) Measure 1999 (the NEPM) provides guidance on how the assessment
of risk associated with such contaminants should be carried out, and it is common
practice to undertake a risk assessment to determine whether the concentrations might
pose a human health or ecological risk.
To streamline this risk-based approach and improve efficiency and cost effectiveness,
the Cooperative Research Centre for Contamination Assessment and Remediation of
the Environment (CRC CARE) has prepared a set of health screening levels (HSLs) for
hydrocarbons in soil and groundwater applying the guidance provided in the NEPM.
The derivation of the HSLs is outlined in Health screening levels for petroleum
hydrocarbons in soil and groundwater. Part 1: Technical development document
(Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a).
In addition to the derived set of HSLs, a set of tools has been developed to extend the
vapour and risk models used in the HSL derivation to be used for Tier 2 site-specific
assessments. The tools comprise four spreadsheets for different source types:


soil source (vapour intrusion)



soil source (direct contact)



groundwater source, and



soil-gas source.

The tools may be used to calculate health risk, or to derive health-based criteria. Note
that to use these tools the user should have an understanding of the derivation of the
HSLs and the underlying exposure scenarios, and should have read and understood
the content of CRC CARE Technical Report no. 10, Part 1 (Technical development
document – Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a) and Part 2 (Application document – Friebel &
Nadebaum 2011b). The parameters used in the models are included in Part 1 of this
report and should be referred to.
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2. Features of the spreadsheet
2.1 Model operation
Four spreadsheet models have been developed – one vapour intrusion model for each
of the three source types as described in Section 2.2, and one model for direct contact
with soil. Each model has an input sheet and an output sheet, with the exception of soil
direct contact which combines the inputs and results screen.
2.1.1 Input sheet
An example input screen is presented in Appendix A.
The input sheets require parameters to be entered in a single column for a single
model run. Multiple runs are possible as described in Section 2.2.3.
Inputs should be entered in the yellow cells where required. Press the ‘Reset Inputs’
button to reset the input page to the default blank page. Note that not all parameters
are required for every simulation run; for example entry of the source concentration is
not necessary if a health-based criteria is being estimated.
Press the ‘Run Simulations’ button to perform the model calculations. A message will
be displayed if any of the inputs are invalid.
Explanatory comments for the input required are presented when a cell is active, or
when the mouse cursor is moved over a cell with comment.
The model contains a database for the default parameters used in the development of
the HSLs. A number of cells contain drop-down lists which allow the default parameters
to be entered. The key cells are as follows:


Default scenario parameters: fills in with the HSL default parameters for building
parameters and exposure parameters



Default chemical parameters: fills in with the HSL default parameters for chemical,
physical and toxicological properties



Soil type: fills in with the HSL default soil texture properties for the selected soil
layer.
2.1.2 Output sheet

An example output screen is presented in Appendix A.
After pressing ‘Run Simulations’, if all inputs are entered correctly, the output sheet is
presented. The sheet presents the summary of the risk and/or health-based criteria
calculations.
While the sheet is different for each model type, generally the model presents the
following information:


volatilisation factor – non-solubility limited factor of indoor air divided by source
concentration



soil saturation concentration (Csat) or solubility limit – the soil or water
concentration at which soil-vapour is capped
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soil source depletion time (for soil finite source model)



theoretical maximum air concentration at saturation point (with and without
attenuation factors for crawl space and/or vapour biodegradation)



the actual breathable air concentration for forward risk calculation



cancer risk/hazard index (HI) for non-vapour limited and vapour limited (if source
concentration exceeds saturation point)



calculated health-based criteria for cancer and non-cancer (vapour non-limited and
limited).

Note if a health-based criteria results in ‘NL’ (ie. not limited) this means that vapour
cannot reach a level which would result in an unacceptable vapour risk.
2.1.3 Worked examples
Each of the models contains a worked example of the model. Input and output screens
are presented which can be used for quality assurance purposes to check results.
The example worksheets for the vapour intrusion models show the HSL calculations for
benzene, residential land, three soil types (sand, silt and clay), and the following
sources:


soil source (vapour) at 1 m



groundwater at 2 m, and



soil-gas at 1 m.

For the direct contact with soil model, the example calculations show both a forward
risk calculation and the HSL calculation (health-based criterion) for benzene for lowdensity residential land use (HSL-A), and also shows the exposure incurred by each
receptor age group.

2.2 Key features
The following sections describe some of the key features of the models.
2.2.1 Sources
There are four models available:


soil source (vapour intrusion model and direct contact model)



groundwater source, and



soil-gas source.

The appropriate model(s) should be chosen for the scenario(s) under consideration.
2.2.2 Health risk and health-based criteria calculation
All models can be used to carry out forward risk calculations, and to estimate healthbased criteria (through a backward risk calculation).
To carry out a forward risk calculation enter ‘0’ in the nominated cell (row 13). To
estimate a health-based criterion enter ‘1’ in the nominated cell.
CRC CARE Technical Report no. 10
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Calculations can be carried out for both cancer and non-cancer endpoints, but not in
the same simulation run. However, more than one run can be carried out at a time (see
below) with one run being for a cancer endpoint and one run for a non-cancer endpoint.
2.2.3 Multiple runs (fill right)
The models are capable of running up to 20 runs simultaneously. This can be useful for
assessing multiple receptors with different exposure parameters, assessing different
chemicals, running forward risk estimates and health-based criteria calculations, or
varying parameters for a sensitivity assessment.
Each column represents one run. It is recommended that the first column inputs be
filled first. The ‘fill right’ function may be used by highlighting the first input column
(column C) at the top and dragging right such that the subsequent columns are
shaded. The ‘fill right’ function is performed by pressing <Crtl> R or by selecting ‘Fill
Right’ under the ‘Edit’ menu. This creates copies of the column inputs in subsequent
columns, which may then be edited for multiple simulation runs.
The number of runs that are to be performed is indicated by entering the number of
runs in the nominated cell (B10).
2.2.4 Cumulative risk calculation
Vapour intrusion models
At the bottom of the input screen is a field to indicate whether to estimate the
cumulative risk (ie. the total cancer risk or hazard index) for all of the scenarios. To
estimate the cumulative risk enter ‘1’ in the appropriate cell at the bottom of the input
page (Cell B125 – soil model; B128 – groundwater model; B114 – soil-gas model).
This function can be useful, particularly in the case where cancer risk is estimated, and
where each scenario run represents a different age group or chemical. For example,
the input columns could be used to represent young children and adults with different
exposure times, and the combined risk would then be the total cancer risk over a
lifetime. Note that this should not be extended to estimate a combined non-cancer
health-based criterion, as the lowest criterion for either the young children or adults
would be the limiting value.
The cumulative risk function can be used to estimate the cumulative risk for exposure
to more than one chemical. This calculation may be performed for both cancer risk and
non-cancer risk.
The cumulative risk function may also be used to derive a health-based criterion for the
total lifetime exposure (i.e. young child, older child and adult) to a cancer chemical for a
particular setting. The cumulative scenario calculates the criteria where the total
lifetime exposure meets the acceptable risk level. Note that this particular estimate can
only be carried out for a single cancer chemical and setting, and cannot be performed
for non-cancer chemicals.
Direct contact
A similar method for calculating the combined risk and health-based criteria is used in
the direct contact model. Instead of applying to combined risk across all scenarios, a
column is assigned for combined risk of the previous columns.
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It is required that the first columns be assigned to the scenarios/receptors to be
combined. For example, the first three columns might be assigned to young child, older
child and adult respectively, with the following column being assigned as ‘COMBINED’
from the default scenario drop-down list (this defaults to placing a ‘3’ as the number of
columns to the left of this column to be combined (row 77)).
An example of a combined risk scenario is provided as a demonstration in the model.
2.2.5 Multiple exposure pathways
The risk calculations carried out for vapour intrusion for soil, groundwater and soil-gas
sources only consider inhalation of volatiles. Direct contact with groundwater, or
extraction and use of groundwater is not considered.
The risk calculations carried out for direct contact with soil consider inhalation of dust,
oral ingestion and dermal contact with soil.
If all exposure pathways are relevant, then a combined vapour/direct contact scenario
may need to be considered as follows:


For the forward risk/HI calculation this would simply involve summing the
estimated risks for inhalation and direct contact.



For the health-based criteria calculation, a procedure for combining the exposure
is presented in Part 2 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011b).
2.2.6 Solubility of mixtures

The solubility of petroleum chemicals in water affects the maximum soil-vapour in the
source zone. The solubility in water of a chemical in a petroleum mixture is lower than
the solubility of the pure chemical, by the same ratio as its mole fraction in the
petroleum mixture.
Under ‘Chemical Data – Physical Properties’ are fields to derive the solubility of
mixtures. Mixtures may be calculated using mole fraction or mass fraction. Enter ‘0’ for
mass fraction calculation basis or ‘1’ for mole fraction calculation basis, followed by the
fraction value. If entering mass fraction basis, an average molecular weight of the total
petroleum mixture is required.
For a pure chemical (such as toluene) enter ‘1’ for mole basis and ‘1’ for mole fraction.
2.2.7 Toxicity values
Vapour intrusion risk/health-based criteria calculations are based on US EPA’s Risk
assessment guidance for Superfund Volume I: Human health evaluation manual (Part
F, Supplemental guidance for inhalation risk assessment) (US EPA 2009). The toxicity
values used are cancer unit risks (UR) and reference concentrations (RfC).
For direct contact with soil, risks/criteria are based on the methodology presented in
US EPA’s Risk assessment guidance for Superfund, Volume 1, Human health
evaluation manual (Part A) (US EPA 1989). The toxicity values used are cancer slope
factors and reference doses / acceptable daily intake.
For inhalation toxicity (for dust), the UR / RfC may be converted to a slope factor or
RfD/ADI by a converting fraction of 20 (m3/d) / 70 (kg) / 1000(µg/mg).
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For oral toxicity, a default value of 1 for gasto-intestinal (GI) absorption factor has been
used, but may be altered.
Dermal toxicity values may be entered directly or extrapolated from oral toxicity values.
The user has the option to adjust oral toxicity by the GI absorption factor to allow for
adjustment from administered dose to absorbed dose. A skin relative absorption factor
is also required.
For non-cancer toxicity, a fraction of toxicity attributed to background sources is
required for each pathway (inhalation, oral and dermal).
2.2.8 Finite and infinite source
For the groundwater and soil-gas models, the vapour emissions assume an infinite
source.
For the soil model, an infinite or finite source model may be selected. On the input
screen, under ‘Vapour Emission Scenario Parameters’, is the field ‘Contamination
thickness (cm)’. Enter ‘0’ to indicate infinite source model. Otherwise, enter the
thickness in cm of the thickness of the contaminated layer.
The model averaging time (row 47) is automatically calculated based on whether
cancer or non-cancer effects are being assessed. A value may be entered in row 46 to
override this value (for example for intrusive maintenance worker where the model is
based on a new trench with 1 year set for the model).
If entering a value for finite source model, care must be taken in selecting the
appropriate ‘Vapour model averaging time’ (row 46–47), the time period for which the
average indoor air concentration is calculated (this is not to be confused with ‘Exposure
averaging time’ (rows 115 and 116)):


For cancer risk, the ‘Vapour model averaging time’ value should be set to the total
exposure duration, e.g. 30 years for resident, 30 years for commercial.



For non-cancer risk, the ‘Vapour model averaging time’ value should be set to
seven years for chronic risk assessment.

If the source depletes within the set time, the model is reset so that the ‘Vapour model
averaging time’ is set to the depletion time. For cancer risk, the exposure duration is
also set to the depletion time (i.e. exposure duration is the period that emission
occurs). For non-cancer risk, the exposure duration remains the same as the averaging
time.
One exception occurs when there is repeated exposure such as in the case of an
intrusive maintenance worker who digs a new trench each visit. An override value for
the ‘Vapour model averaging time’ (row 46) is entered which does not change due to
exposure duration (e.g. even though air concentration is averaged over one year for an
intrusive maintenance worker, the exposure occurs for 30 years of repeated exposure).
2.2.9 Multiple soil layers and applied depths
The HSLs were derived using a single homogeneous soil profile. The models in the
Application Tool allow for up to three different soil layers, with Layer A closest to the
ground surface. On the input screen, under ‘Vapour Emission Scenario Parameters’,
the drop down list can be used to select the number of soil layers to be considered (i.e.
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homogeneous, 2 or 3). If selecting ‘homogeneous’ or ‘2’ layers, the parameters for
unused layers will display ‘disabled’.
Values for ‘Thickness of soil stratum’ should be entered for each layer (A, B and C).
Layer A must always be greater than 10 cm. Values for Layers B and C should only be
entered if used. The sum of the layer thickness is presented. The lower of the layers is
selected for the source properties (e.g. if three layers are used, the source properties of
Layer C are used). For each soil layer a drop-down list may be used to select default
properties, otherwise the values need to be entered.
All models also include soil properties for the dirt in the cracks of the foundations.
In the groundwater model, soil properties need to be entered for the capillary zone, as
well as the capillary thickness. Note that some default properties are selected based on
the default soil properties for the source. A check is also made on the capillary
thickness with respect to the distance to the foundation and the soil thickness for the
source layer (i.e. the capillary thickness cannot exceed the thickness of the soil layer
designated as the source, or the difference between the total soil thickness and
advection zone (depth of foundations or footings)).
The advection zone is the depth that ambient air needs to penetrate to get under the
slabs. For slab-on-ground, the depth of footings is the depth that air must pass under.
For residential dwellings the default value is 30 cm. For basement scenarios, the
advection zone is the underside of the basement floor slab. These depths are
presented in Figure 1.

ADVECTIVE DEPTH
DEPTH TO
CONTAMINATION

CONTAMINATION
THICKNESS

Figure 1. Schematic of source and advection depths.

2.2.10 Adoption for crawl space
The Johnson and Ettinger vapour model is used to estimate vapour emissions. This
model does not account for buildings with a crawl space, as it does not couple the
indoor air and the air under the floor. In order to consider crawl spaces, a crawl space
attenuation factor has been used to couple the indoor air (where the receptors are
located) and the sub-floor crawl space air. The attenuation factor is a value greater or
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equal to 1, with the concentration of contaminant in the indoor air being reduced by this
factor. For example an attenuation factor of 5 means the concentration of the chemical
in the breathable air in the dwelling is one-fifth of the concentration in the sub-floor
crawl space.
There is limited information on the dynamics of vapour passing through crawl spaces
into indoor building air and caution is required when selecting an attenuation factor.
Consideration needs to be given to the building design and level of ventilation.
The following information is taken from Appendix C in the ITRC report Vapor intrusion
pathway: A practical guideline (ITRC 2007):
‘ – In some regions of the country, houses with crawl spaces may be the
least likely candidates for vapor intrusion, whereas in other regions, house
with crawl spaces may be especially prone to vapor intrusion problems. In
warmer, humid regions, homes are often built over crawl spaces that are
well ventilated to prevent the floors from rotting. While the foundation walls
may have vents with movable covers, these are usually left open most of
the year and may not seal tightly when closed. The extra ventilation may
dilute vapor that accumulates in the crawl space. There is a further
attenuation of the vapor concentration moving into the living space. Vapor
transport studies of similar structures in Holland and Australia suggest that
only 10%–25% of the air in the living space enters by way of the crawl
space (Turczynowicz and Robinson 2001, Waitz et al. 1996). By nature of
its design, a structure such as this may have a low attenuation factor and
hence may be an unlikely candidate for vapor entering the living spaces of
the home, although an investigator must consider other lines of evidence as
well before excluding a structure from further consideration based upon this
factor alone.
In contrast, buildings in colder, dry climates may be constructed to be
energy efficient for cooling and/or heating purposes and hence be more
airtight. In some regions, homes may be constructed with crawl spaces that
exist as large open patches of soil within an enclosed basement.
Foundation walls may be built without vents or designed to seal tightly
against the cold to prevent frozen pipes. Buildings of newer construction
tend to be designed to allow for relatively less ambient air exchange,
contributing to the problem of vapor buildup. Depending on furnace
configuration, etc., most of the air in the living space enters by way of the
crawl space. In these cases, vapor may easily enter the structure.’
It should also be remembered that when modelling a crawl space environment, if there
is bare ground under the crawl space (i.e. no concrete foundation) then the parameters
for the concrete slab in the model need to be set to have negligible vapour resistance.
This can be achieved by setting the slab thickness to 0.001, and the crack spacing
such that the fraction of cracks is 1. This is similar to the open space scenario as
described in Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a).
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2.2.11 Vapour biodegradation
An attenuation factor for vapour degradation has been included in all of the models. As
for the attenuation for crawl spaces, the vapour degradation attenuation factor is a
value greater or equal to 1, whereby the indoor air is reduced by this factor. For
example, an attenuation factor of 10 means the breathable air in the dwelling reduces
by a factor of 10 through biodegradation of the vapour.
Before assigning a vapour degradation attenuation factor it is necessary to determine
whether vapour degradation is occurring. Information on vapour degradation is
presented in Part 2 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011b) and Davis, Patterson
and Trefry (2009).
2.2.12 Soil vapour partitioning adjustment
The vapour intrusion model for a soil source includes an adjustment factor to provide
an estimate of the soil vapour concentration that better reflects the measurements of
soil vapour results from a bulk soil source. The default used in the development of the
HSLs is a factor of 0.1, which results in a 10-fold reduction in the soil vapour
concentrations predicted from the US EPA vapour intrusion model. This factor is
entered in row 111 for the soil source vapour intrusion model.
For further details refer to Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a).
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3. Assessing TPH fractions
3.1 Overview
TPH fractions are an amalgamation of petroleum chemicals within carbon ranges.
HSLs were derived for the following carbon ranges:


C6-C10 (excluding BTEX)



>C10-C16



>C16-C34



>C34.

Details of the make-up of the petroleum hydrocarbon fractions are presented in
Appendix C of Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a).
These four collapsed carbon ranges were based on the 13 TPH Criteria Working Group
(TPHCWG) fractions, with a weighting reflecting the composition of typical Australian
fuels, and include aliphatic and aromatic fractions. The composition weightings are
presented in Appendix C of Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a). The
calculation of the weighting is presented in Section 3.3.
The toxicity information used was that from the TPHCWG documentation, and is
summarised in Appendix B of Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a).

3.2 Using model for forward risk assessment of TPH
Using the model to calculate the hazard index for a given TPH fraction is simpler than
deriving health-based criteria, as the weighting can be applied directly to the source
concentration.
The following procedure outlines how the risks for the TPH C6-C10 collapsed fraction
may be estimated. A similar process may be used for the other fractions.
This example assumes a measured C6-C10 soil concentration of 1000 mg/kg (after
BTEX has been removed).
Step 1. Identify component fraction weightings. The component fractions are presented
in the fraction weightings table in Appendix C of Part 1 of this report (Friebel &
Nadebaum 2011a). The fractions with values for C6-C10 are:


C6-C8 aliphatic: 0.231



>C8-C10 aliphatic: 0.641



>C8-C10 aromatic: 0.128.

Step 2. Calculate source concentrations for sub-fractions. Multiply the weightings by
the total source concentration. This results in the following source concentrations:


C6-C8 aliphatic: 231 mg/kg



>C8-C10 aliphatic: 641 mg/kg



>C8-C10 aromatic: 128 mg/kg.
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Step 3. Enter risk calculation inputs for 3 runs, one for each sub-fraction. Keep all
receptor exposure parameters and building settings the same. The only items to
change are the source concentration and the chemical properties. Chemical, physical
and toxicity properties should be taken from Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum
2011a).
Step 4. Enter ‘1’ for ‘Cumulative Risk Calculation’ (at the bottom of the input sheet).
This will calculate the hazard index for the combined sub-fractions that make up the
C6-C10 fraction.

3.3 Using the model for deriving health-based criteria for TPH
Deriving health-based criteria for TPH is more complicated than the forward risk
assessment as the models cannot derive criteria for cumulative risk from multiple
chemicals. This calculation must be done manually. The following procedure should be
used if manually deriving criteria for TPH.
Step 1. Identify component fraction weightings. This step is the same as if performing a
forward assessment. The component fractions are presented in the fraction weightings
table in Appendix C of Part 1 of this report (Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a). The fractions
with values for C6-C10 are:


C6-C8 aliphatic: 0.231



>C8-C10 aliphatic: 0.641



>C8-C10 aromatic: 0.128.

Step 2. Enter health-based criteria calculation inputs for 3 runs, one for each subfraction. Keep all receptor exposure parameters and building settings the same. The
only items to change are the source concentration and the chemical properties.
Chemical, physical and toxicity properties should be taken from Part 1 of this report
(Friebel & Nadebaum 2011a). Note for health-based criteria calculation, source
concentration is not required.
Step 3. Enter ‘0‘ for ‘Cumulative Risk Calculation’ (at the bottom of the input sheet).
Cumulative assessment should be turned off.
Step 4. Run simulations. Resulting health-based criteria will be calculated for vapour
limiting and vapour non-limiting. Take note of the vapour non-limiting criteria (vapour
only and direct contact criteria if included), as well as the saturation/solubility limits.
Step 5. Manual calculation of health-based criteria. For vapour only (vapour nonlimiting), direct contact pathways (if relevant) and combined pathways (vapour nonlimiting) (if relevant), calculate the collapsed fraction criteria using the following
equation:
Criteria i 

where



1
wf x
Criteria xi

Criteriai is the collapsed health-based criteria for pathway i
wfx is weight factor for TPHCWG fraction as per above
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Criteriaxi is HSL for pathway i health-based criteria for TPHCWG
fraction.
For conservatism, use the Csat or water solubility limit which is the highest of all
the sub-fractions (does not apply to direct contact scenario). For the multiple TPH
sub-fractions use the highest of the Csat or solubility limits to represent the total TPH
fraction.
For groundwater, if the calculated collapsed health-based criterion is greater than the
water solubility limit, then vapour is limiting and the resulting criterion should be
denoted as NL.
For soil where vapour is the only relevant pathway, if the calculated collapsed healthbased criterion is greater than Csat, then vapour is limiting and the resulting criterion
should be denoted as NL.
If soil vapour source and direct pathways are considered relevant, the combined
pathway collapsed fraction health-based criterion should be calculated. If this value
exceeds Csat then vapour is limiting and an adjustment is required to calculate the
portion of risk from the maximum vapour emission. The adjusted criterion is calculated
as follows:
C SAT
Criteria VAP
1

Criteria DIRECT CONTACT

1Criteria OVERALL-MOD 

1
Criteria VAP
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Appendix A
Example screen images
A1.

Soil model input screen

A2.

Soil model output screen
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Figure A1. Soil model input screen
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Figure A2. Soil model output screen
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